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Flos Olei 2015 - A guide to the world of extra virgin olive oil
Flos Olei it’s the first Guide dealing on an international scale with
oil farms all over the world and extra virgin olive oil. Strictly
selected by a panel of expert tasters coordinated by Marco
Oreggia, editor and publisher of the volume. It consists of a
presentation of the olive growing sector in 48 countries
belonging to 5 continents and also contains a description of the
Italian and Spanish regions, supplying historical and cultural
information,

production

data,

typical

varieties

and

areas

protected by names of origin. In the existing publishing industry
the Guide aims at representing a new and stimulating product
about the delicate sector of olive growing and is therefore
written

as

an effective, modern and universal means of

information. Thanks to the careful and quality work behind it the
Guide will be a point of reference for all consumers interested in
good food and for national and international workers of the
sector.

The OLIVE JAPAN International Extra Virgin Olive Oil Competition is one
of the premier olive oil competitions in the world, bringing together the
highest standards of integrity and professionalism in awarding medals to
the best oils from around the globe. This is the third year of OLIVE JAPAN
International Competition, Japan as the one of the most important
market for olive oil in the world. The judges are invited from key major
olive oil production countries and Japan, under recommendation by the
Olive Oil Sommelier Association of Japan. (OSAJ).
In 2014 our Duernas Oleum won the Gold Metal

The Competition conducted by Cordoba’s Regional Government is a very
strict and prestigious contest and does always have an expert jury. The
Region of Cordoba is one of the most important extra virgin olive oil
producing areas, world’s wide.
In 2013 and 2014 our Duernas Oleum was granted as Best Extra
Vigin Olive Oil in all Cordoba region.
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QvExtra! awards an international seal of quality for extra virgin olive oil
which meets all the chemical, physical and sensorial requirements agreed
by the association.
It is an international seal of quality agreed between producers,
consumers and experts, which certifies that the product has met a series
of quality requirements which are even stricter than those established by
the current legislation. In this way, the consumer can rest assured that
QvExtra! olive oil is one of the best quality olive oils and will remain so
throughout the period of its “best-before” date. It is a brave step which
seeks to respond to the demands of consumers nationally and
internationally.
All Finca Duernas’ oils are SIQEV.

Founded in 1961, Monde Selection’s mission is to testconsumer
products and grant them a bronze, silver, gold or grand gold quality
award. This quality label, awarded by a totally independent professional
jury, offers the consumer and the producer numerous advantages.
No less than 3230 products, coming from over 87 differentcountries,
are tested each year.
In 2012 our Duernas Oleum won the bronze award.
For seven decades the Los Angeles International Wine Competition has
bestowed gold medals to the best wines from around the globe. Sixty
years after the wine competition’s conception, the addition of the Los
Angeles International Extra Virgin Olive Oil Competition was a perfect fit.
The extra virgin olive oil competition celebrates its 15th anniversary in
2014. Back in 2000, wine competition organizers were looking for a way
to expand the competition. The marriage of extra virgin olive oil and wine
was natural. Both require a distinguished palate, both have distinctive
varietals, both are important to serving the perfect meal. At its inception,
in 2002, the Los Angeles International Extra Virgin Olive Oil Competition
enlisted an impressive list of judges to taste the finest domestic and
International extra virgin olive oils. The competition was eventually
opened to international oils, with oils coming from Italy, Spain, Portugal,
Argentina and France. Judging continues on international entries and
flavored oils.
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In 2011 our Duernas Oleum won the bronze award.

All our oils are organic.

